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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In case of
any doubt, the consultancy should be taken from the legal, financial, tax, or
another professional law practitioner. All the items of information given below
are not to be given exhaustively and can never be considered a part of various
contractual relationships. It is our utmost desire that the information given in
this white paper would be accurate, up to date and all the products, services,
technical architecture, token distribution, company timelines, moreover, all
these materials could have changed without any notice and they can never be
considered a binding agreement of the professional advice.
This white paper does not bound any individual to enter into any contract or
enter into any binding legal commitment to the contribution. This white paper
also does not constitute any form or any part of any opinion which can be
considered advice, or which can sell, or which can solicit any offer by Trillions to
purchase our token nor shall it be considered a part of any effect which can be
used for the formation of a contract or investment decisions. This white paper also
does not have any capacity to bind any person to enter into any contract or
consider it a binding legal commitment to the contribution of the whitepaper.
No sales nor any cryptocurrency or any other form of payment can
never be accepted based on this white paper. But be sure that any
advancement or any date or any new information of this token will be made
available for the private and public contributors.
It is also announced that the white paper has not been examined by any
regulatory authority and it has not been approved by any legal firm so the
information given in this white paper cannot be taken under the laws or any
regulatory authority or any rules of any jurisdiction. It is hereby announced
that its publication, its distribution, its dissemination do not imply the
applicable laws, the regulatory requirements, and the available rules.
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INTRODUCTION
In terms of photography and digital arts, this is an exciting brave new
world for us and photographers
Image security and ownership protection are not foolproof in today's world. With
just a few clicks, an image on the internet can be fabricated, stolen, or replicated.
ShutterHash is a cutting-edge decentralized photography platform that allows
content creators to securely register and license their photographs utilizing smart
contracts and the blockchain security architecture. ShutterHash encrypts, stores,
licenses, and copyright protects user photographs using blockchain technology.
The photographer can decide on the price, type of rights, and a number of
instances to sell on the marketplace. In comparison to industry standards, the
platform charges a very low price.
We use cutting-edge security and encryption as part of the blockchain
architecture and its implementation using mathematics and cryptography,
ensuring that your creations are safe even in storage.
We are merely facilitators; content providers and buyers enjoy complete
confidentiality and privacy. Every transaction on our network is decentralized and
conducted through peer-to-peer smart contracts.
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MISSION

To be the first to sell and buy images on a
decentralized
platform,
supporting
the
community's
interests
with
cutting-edge
technology and smart contracts. We are grateful
for the community's support in allowing us to
build this platform that will bring security and,
most importantly, revenue to content creators
who have spent many hours creating stunning
and wonderful works of art and mesmerizing
photographs of our world, its creatures, and
objects.
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VISION
We want to build a platform
that allows the photography
community to safely sell
photos using a decentralized
blockchain
ecosystem.
ShutterHash's main purpose is
to create a cutting-edge
decentralized
photography
platform
where
content
creators can safely register
and license their photographs
utilizing smart contracts and
the
blockchain
security
architecture.
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HOW BLOCKCHAIN WILL CHANGE
PHOTOGRAPHY
The world will take over 1 trillion photographs in 2018. Almost all
of them will remain digital and never be printed. Blockchain
enables us to provably buy, sell, trade, and destroy those digital
or "virtual" photographs as if they were all physically tangible
photographic prints. A step further, you can now edition each
virtual photograph, producing and selling anywhere from one to
one million+ copies of each virtual photo. Our ability to track and
prove the scarcity of these virtual photos will greatly eclipse our
ability to prove and track the scarcity and authenticity of
physical photographs and artwork. This is not a prediction, it is
already happening, and virtual photos are selling for as much as
$1million.
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FEATURES OF SHUTTERHASH
Copyright on the blockchain
Make your photos forever yours by attributing
your rights on the blockchain. Attach a usage
license to allow others to buy them, or make your
content completely private.

Licensing with Smart Contracts
Define your own licensing terms by creating
smart contracts. Get paid for your work directly
from consumers, with no middle men, no cuts
and all profit going to you. Combine smart
licenses with client-side functions to build new
apps on the blockchain.

Fully decentralized and open source
Everything on the blockchain is decentralized, from
media registration to copyright dispute resolution,
allowing anyone to incorporate existing or new
services and platforms. The network can run
without mining and with consistently low
transaction fees by combining a lattice of
blockchains with proof of stake.
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FEATURES OF SHUTTERHASH
Decentralized App
Unlike traditional software applications, ShutterHash is
usually not regulated by a single entity. ShutterHash, on
the other hand, is a blockchain-based decentralized
system. That means there shouldn't be a single point of
failure, and the program shouldn't be run by a single
entity.
Decentralized applications are made up of a set of
smart contracts that communicate with one another
autonomously once the protocol is deployed on a
blockchain. People can hold on to their images and
photos and sell or rent them out to make money.

TRUST
In the cryptocurrency market, it's difficult to
overestimate the importance of trust. That means
complete transparency in terms of community
development and assistance, as well as any securityrelated measures. High-quality audits of the Binance
smart chain code, for example, can considerably reduce
the risk of malicious behaviour.
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN DETAILS
TOKEN NAME
SHUTTERHASH

TOKEN SYMBOL
STH

TOTAL SUPPLY
1000000000

PLATFORM
BINANCE SMART CHAIN
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ROADMAP
1
PHASE

Initial
Launch

2
PHASE

Token
Presale

We are launching the

As part of the release of

initial website, performing

the platform, we will be

audit and certification of

performing presale of our

our paltforms during the

tokens to our customers

first quarter of 2022 as well

and following which we

as releasing the

will be releasing the full

whitepaper for the

fledged web platform.

platform
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ROADMAP
3
PHASE

Listing on
Exchanges

4
PHASE

Official
Launch

We will begin the official

Official Launch of our

listing of our token on all

mobile apps on android

the leading exchanges so

and IOS as well as web3

that you, as our valuable

platform for desktop

customers can purchase

based content creators to

our token from anywhere

upload and list

and link your wallet with

photographs on our

our platform to seamlessly

website.

purchase photographs.
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